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ABSTRACT
As polymer actuator performance improves there is an increasing demand to understand and compare properties. Past
comparisons have relied on general statements of properties but do not capture the interdependence of these properties or
keep up with the rapid pace of change. Modeling such interdependencies is complex. An alternative is to compile many
measurements. A new actuator database has been created that is a compilation of experimental methods and results
(mechanical, electrical, chemical and other properties) combined with a web interface. The objective is to capture
actuator performance under a wide variety of conditions. The current content of the page is presented and justified.
Researchers may submit data to the web page via an online form.
Keywords: EAP, conducting polymers, dielectric elastomers, ferroelectric polymers, IPMC, ionomeric polymer metal
composites, carbon nanotubes, review, comparison, properties.

1. INTRODUCTION
How does a designer decide if a particular actuator is appropriate for their task? How can a researcher decide what
properties need to be improved, or compare their materials performance with that of others? This task is particularly
challenging for electroactive polymers since they are emerging materials. The database described here and found at
actuatorweb.org should help this process by presenting numbers extracted from measurements. So far results from more
than 100 experiments on conducting polymer, carbon nanotube and dielectric elastomer actuators have been entered. The
conditions under which each of the experiments performed in each paper were performed have been entered into the
database.

2. DATABASE INTERFACE DESCRIPTION
When accessing actuatorweb.org the title page provides 6 primary options on the left hand column, as shown in Figure 1:
ACTUATOR SUMMARY, ACTUATOR SELECTION, ACTUATOR COMPARISON, DATABASE BROWSER,
FIELD OVERVIEW and DATA SUBMISSION. Actuator selection is meant to help designers choose a material that
suits their needs, while the comparisons section allows ready extraction of trends and developments in the field of
electroactive polymers. All categories are now described.
2.1 ACTUATOR SUMMARY
ACTUATOR SUMMARY is a static table that provides information as well as pros and cons for each actuator
technology listed. Currently this table dates back to 20041 and so does not mention recent advances, such a increased
strain in conducting polymers and operation without leakage current in ionic polymer metal composites. However it does
provide general information that is useful in comparing actuator types and in making a pre-selection of actuator types for
specific applications.
2.2 ACTUATOR SELECTION
ACTUATOR SELECTION enables device designers to enter the approximate dimensions, force, displacement, time,
cycle life, energy source and acceptable voltage range, in text boxes, shown in Figure 1. A number of properties are then
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calculated, including the volume, power and work density. Selecting “Find Actuators” helps guide which actuators are
able to provide the work needed within the specified volume, and which ones can use multiple strokes in order to
achieve the work. The page also provides some idea of how much mechanical amplification will be needed. For example
if the strain of a carbon nanotube actuator is only 0.5 %, the device length is 10 mm and the needed displacement is 1
mm, the displacement produced by a carbon nanotube actuator placed along the length is only 0.05 mm and needs to be
amplified by a factor of 20 to provide the needed displacement. This can be done using levers and other mechanisms, but
does require additional engineering and expense. The methods used to compute the effectiveness of an actuator are the
same as those used in the web page mm.ece.ubc.ca/actuator, and described in the 2005 proceedings of this conference.
The main difference is that the old web page has a single value of strain, stress and other properties for each class of
actuator, rather than linking the response that has been achieved to measurement conditions.
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Fig. 1. The actuator selection tool input screen. Users input specifications into the white boxes. Selecting “Find Actuators”
will result in the page shown in Figure 2. The left hand column is a list of the tools and features available on
actuatorweb.org.

The actuator selection tool also estimates how much battery is needed in order to drive the actuator over the selected
number of cycles. The battery or power source can end up being much larger than the actuator itself when operation
over many cycles is required.
A key point to remember for all the comparisons is that stored numbers such as work density and power to mass are
normalized by the actuator dimensions only, and do not include packaging, electrolyte, separators, pre-straining
mechanisms, connectors and other items whose size does not necessarily scale linearly in proportion to work or force
output. For this reason, when selecting actuator technologies it is advisable to chose those that easily meet the work and
power requirements.
Figure 1 shows some example input parameters that might be appropriate for the development of an artificial urinary
sphincter, and Figure 2 shows the resulting output.
From Figure 2 it is clear that nearly all of the actuators shown are able to do the work required and meet the power
specifications despite the volume constraints. Selection may then be performed based on other properties. For example
some of the actuators require extremely large mechanical amplification due to their small strain. This adds an extra
challenge to the design.
At present the cycle life and voltage constraints set by the user do not prevent data that do not meet these requirements
from being displayed. The reason for the omission of the cycle life specifications is that there is very little data to date on
this property. The voltage constraint will be included on an upcoming upgrade.
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2.3 Actuator Comparison Plots
The ACTUATOR COMPARISON section allows users to plot any two of the properties stored in the database. Up to
four simultaneous plots can be created. This allows users to explore the database graphically. This exploration shows
similarities and differences between types of actuators, and also points out the tradeoffs between different properties. For
example in Figure 3 the stresses and strains achieved in conducting polymer actuators are plotted. From this plot it is
clear that high stresses can be achieved (62 MPa in this case) and high strains (13 %), but that these properties have not
been achieved simultaneously.
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Fig. 2. The input shown in Figure 1 leads to the output screen shown here. The red hatching indicates the region in which
the actuators fail to meet the work density and power density specifications. The top right plot indicates by what factor
the work per unit volume of actuator exceeds the minimum value. The top right plot shows which actuators meet the
minimum power requirements. The bottom left plot indicates how fast the actuator must cycle if it is to produce the
work in one stroke, normalized by the desired actuation frequency. In this case the actuation rate is slow (0.1 Hz) and
the allowed volume is quite large, so actuators don’t need to perform a full cycle in the allotted time in order to
complete the work, as is evident from the low relative frequency and by the strokes needed which are less than one.

Any data point in the plots can be selected to look at the full data set and the origin. Placing the cursor over any data
point leads to the appearance of a descriptor. Clicking on the point produces the database record for that point. Recently
the stresses at which conducting polymer actuators have been shown to operate have greatly increased. Selecting the
highest stress dot (as seen in Figure 3) produces the database entries shown in Figure 4. A description of the fields is
provided in Figure 5. Note that not all the fields need to be filled out and they are not all relevant. An attempt is made to
be complete, but where complete details are needed, these can be obtained by selecting the reference at the bottom of the
list, which finds the source with the assistance of Google Scholar.
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Fig. 3. Plot of operating stress versus typical strain for conducting polymers.
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Fig. 4. The list of the properties available in the database, and values from one of the database entries. Explanations of the
categories are given in Figure 5
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Fig. 5. A brief description of the fields used to describe each actuator experiment.
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2.4 The Database Browser
The DATABASE BROWSER allows the database to be scanned, and data to be selected by mechanism and material.
Mechanism refers to the type of electroactive polymer actuator – for example it can be a conducting polymer (CP), a
carbon nanotube actuator (CNT) or a dielectric elastomer (DE). Selection may also be made by material – e.g. the type
of silicone, or the particular conducting polymer (polyaniline or polypyrrole for example).
In the database browser a list of entries appears which may be sorted by mechanism, material, strain, strain rate, stress,
energy density, power density and source. Sorting is currently done in ascending alphabetic or numerical order, as
appropriate to the category. Clicking the category multiple times will enable sorting in descending order to be obtained
once the next round of upgrades is performed.
Figure 6 shows the results of a sort by operating stress, indicating that the highest stresses obtained are from polyaniline
fiber-based actuators. This is perhaps not surprising since these fibres have a high degree of polymer chain alignment
along their axes. Other properties are easily viewed, revealing that strains are relatively small in these fibres, also as
expected given their chain orientation and the common hypothesis that strain is the result of ion insertion between
chains. The complete set of fields associated with a given experiment is accessed by selecting the sheet symbol in the far
right hand column (producing a listing as in Figure 4).
Note that the database is not yet complete. This is evident from the list of high stress actuation results, in which relaxor
ferroelectric polymers are completely absent, for example.
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Fig. 6. Listing of database entries in ascending order of operating stress. Only the bottom of the table is shown.
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2.5 Data Entry
Users who have collected data on actuators may enter their own data via an online form. The form has the same fields as
the lists shown in Figures 4 and 5. In order to do so a password needs to be obtained from the site administrator. The
data is reviewed by the site administrator and may also be sent out to be reviewing by researchers with relevant
expertise. Ideally the online submission will be supported by an emailed document submission containing some details
of the experimental conditions and plots of the data from which performance has been extracted. This supporting
material may be in the form of a journal article, but would ideally be more complete and contain more of the raw data
than a journal article typically does.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A number of review articles and books have been written on electroactive polymers1, 2. These provide valuable
descriptions of mechanisms and performance. However in the absence of highly complex models relating operating
conditions and material properties, it is important to have access to up to date experimental data in order to obtain a true
picture of performance. The actuator database presented provides a platform into which this data can be entered. The
mechanisms of presenting the data as well as evaluating the inputs have been presented.
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